Radiant Star Supply List
36” X 36”
1.5 yards background fabric
1.5 yards outside border fabric
1.5 yards backing fabric & batting
I always figure more fabric is better in case I have a “miss cut” !
All the Star points are constructed from 2.5” strips, use a “Variety”
Many of you may be able to “Shop your Stash”
When cutting the background fabrics always cut the largest pieces first.
Most quilters know this but a reminder may be helpful. Round 3 does
require a larger cut!
Background fabric:

Pre Cutting Instructions:

Round #1

Cut 1
Cut 4
Cut 4

4.5” square for the center
2.5” X 2.5” squares
2.5” X 4.5” rectangles

Round # 2

Cut 4
Cut 1

4.5 X 4.5” squares
9”square

Round # 3

Cut 4
Cut 1

8.5” X 8.5” squares
17 3/8” square

“Variety”
“Variety” for the Star Points: I use a Creative Grids 4-in-1 Triangle Ruler
I have these available and will be happy to mail them, $20 plus shipping
Please study this Creative Grids 4- in -1 ruler when you receive it. This will
help you!
For example: this ruler uses the finished size---If you have a 2.5” strip the dark tip goes on the top your fabric and the 2”
line on the bottom of your fabric. This is a white triangle (2) on the far left
side of the ruler, on the right of this you will see 2.5” strip.

This is the way we will be using the ruler mostly but it has many fantastic
uses.
A true ¼” seam allowance is also important!
“Variety” of the 2.5” strips:
Cut 8

2.5” squares, mark a diagonal line on the back of all 8 squares
2.5” squares will be used in Round 1.

The “Variety” of your other 2.5” strips will be used in Round 2 and 3.
Please let me know if you have questions----- see you on July 9, 2022.
Augusta Cole
804-402-5358 or augustacole@yahoo.com

for any questions

